re-imagining operations
Creating Real-Time, Critical
Response Infrastructure at EMC2

As data becomes an extremely powerful tool for business, protecting the data is a
2
mission-critical task. EMC wanted to equip its team with the best tools to handle critical
situations and asked Actis to create the AV solutions to power it.

The Challenge
EMC2 provides the technologies and tools that can help you release the power of your information. They
can help you design, build, and manage flexible, scalable, and secure information infrastructure.
But ensuring that information is protected requires constant monitoring and occasionally demands quick
intervention by the EMC2 teams. In order to improve their ability to perform effectively in high-stress
situations, their Bangalore facility needed to be equipped with the latest AV solutions for their Global
Command Centre, CIRT (Critical Incident Response Team) room and Meeting rooms.
The challenge was to create a platform for advanced, real-time collaboration to ensure smooth operations
and better performance under pressure.

creating critical-response
infrastructure

The Solution
The Professional Services Group at Actis deployed a solution across the
Global Command Centre, CIRT (Critical Incident Response Team) Room
and 50 Meeting Rooms.
Actis has also installed the latest Crestron DigitalMedia (DM) solutions
for data presentations at EMC, making them the first company in India
to be equipped with this end-to-end digital media distribution
infrastructure.

CIRT room with Multi-purpose Video Wall

The Global Command Centre and the CIRT room are integrated with
Multi-purpose video walls that are used to display mission critical data
and for video conferencing. These video walls are also used to deliver
impressive corporate presentations to visitors / clients.
Besides this, the office is equipped with High-definition audio and video
conferencing systems where an auto-sync feature turns the entire system
on/off once the computer is connected/disconnected from the input port.
Touch-panels provide users with convenient AV control of the facility.
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The Result
EMC2 was looking to upgrade its infrastructure to improve collaboration in both everyday and worst case
scenario situations. This required specialised integration to ensure smooth interactions at all times.
The result is an end-to-end digital distribution and control network merged with innovative display
technologies, for the first time in India.

Actis has provided us with complete end-to-end
solutions. We value their technical expertise
which has aided us in better information
management.
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